VP06 – Crystal clear stay payment status
MOMENTS

ACTIONS &
ACTIVITIES

Learn about
destination

Google destination
Ask friends+family
Read a guide book

Learn
about Hotel

Compare
products

Make or Modify
a booking

Read about Hotel on
OTA site

Compare diﬀerent hotels
on reviews site or OTA

Book a stay on OTA site

Read about hotel on
reviews site
(tripadvisor,…)

Sort / eliminate depending
on options availability,
price, dates,…

Booka a stay on Hotel site
Specify options/extras/
preferences
Specify payment options

Visit Hotel site

Prepare
for a stay

Receive
confirmation

Receive email with
confirmation
Hotel reservation
viewable on account
space (desktop/mobile/
…)
Receive timed reminders
before the stay

VALUE
PROPOSITION

Messaging about
payment dates during
booking isn't clear

Crystal
Clear
Payment

Checkin

Requests + options
during stay

Checkout

Plan trip activities

Show ID / Credit card

Learn about options/extras

Leave room

Book travel

Receive Keys

Book options/extras

Book activities

Consume options/extras

Plan / book meals

Ask/receive information
about options/extras/ (eg
wifi, restaurant, taxis, …)

Learn about final cost
(sometimes)

Book extra hotel services

Enter room, 1st time

Messaging about
payment dates during
reservation
confirmation is not
clear enough on
confirmation page /
email / client account
(OTA/Accor)

Account
& Loyalty

Payment

Credit card debited with
outstading amount by
Accor hotel

View/update account
information
View upcoming trips
View payments
Use Fidelity Points
Update preferences

People are happy
when they spend
fidelity points or sense
they're getting a good
deal, profiting from
promotions, …

Guests are surprised
when they get asked
for a credit card again.
Payment dates and
amounts unclear, as
many thought paiment
had already occurred.

Guests are afraid of
being debited twice
for their stay, every
time they get asked
for a credit card

Lack of visibility and
control over due
paiments, credit cards,
fidelity points earned
and spent

People don’t enjoy
forms or providing the
same information more
than once, impression
of wasting time

GAIN
PAIN: High
PAIN: Medium
PAIN: Low

Features /
Products /
Services

Labelling of tariﬀ options focused on when
payment occurs

Payment details screen clearly states
payment date

Confirmation email: revised information hierarchy, key
info and CTAs on top, less important info at bottom

Mobile online checkin: credit card CVB input

Check-in and Check-out process at
reception: Don’t ask for credit card
when it’s already known

Clear current expenses
section on guest account

Concepts
Tested

Learnings

Guests love
feeling they’re
getting a good
deal

Guests are
confused by room
price option
labels and
complex price
system

No understanding
of why « Event »
tariﬀ is higher so
guests ignore
option as it is
more expensive

Need three clicks
to learn actual
tariﬀs, low
visibility and
recall to make a
decision

Labelling of Member
tariﬀs misleading,
guests under
impression Members
have better deal but
see no way to sign-up
so they simply
abandon site,
disappointed

Guests appreciate
a human tone of
voice, being
adressed by their
name, …

Guests don’t always
check or keep
confirmation emails,
subject line is
crucial to retain
their attention

Information
density

+ Improved understanding of when
payment happens

+ Clear understanding of
payment date

- Label « Pay later » not entirely clear,
rename « Pay at check-out »

- Possible double eﬀort with
double labels

Iterate
concepts

+

VP02

-

Understanding
options

VP02: Rename «Pay later» to «Pay at checkout»

Guests resent
being asked for
credit card or
data, afraid they
will be asked
again at
reception

+ Clear understanding of key information

+ Less data demanded than existing system

- Style may appear overly functional, may
benefit from being humanized

+ Clear understanding of payment dates
- Guests see no value in online check-in
- Guests still resent being asked for credit card
CVB, even with messaging about security

- Multiple issues with options labelling
besides payment dates make task more
diﬃcult for guests

Perceived
value

Online check-in
provides no
value to guests

Guests appreciate
and expect direct
contact with
Guests appreciate
human beings
when their known
information is
used to minimise
eﬀort

+ Guests happiest when minimum of information
requested
+ Guests expect knowing exact amount due
during check-out when they’ve consumed extra
services, then receive invoice as email

+ Expected feature, well understood
- Dates overly vague

- Option to login with booking reference not
always noticed

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Add « Check-out » label next to date
label under « Confirm » Button

Start email by adressing Guest by first name and short
colloquial phrase

GENERAL

Eliminate reference to Online check-in

Conduct dedicated user testing of payment
process to identify and solve usability issues
identified (there are probably others)

Rethink imaging for City Guide

Reshape online check-in so it creates value for guests

Add more detail, eg list
restaurant dates , pet care dates,
…

Careful with wording for email title, subject line is crucial
to retain their attention, eg. « Prepare your trip to
Lisbon - Top 10 things to do »

Review options layout and labels to improve
understanding of options
Expose all prices on first step, no need for 3
clicks
When Members tarif is first mentioned, ensure
guests know they can sign up immediately
during booking
Explain « Event » tariﬀ or eliminate it

New
Services

Reshape online-check-in

Standards

Review online check-in so it creates
value for guests

Minimise amount of information asked of
clients when known, including payment
details

Long Term

Concerned
projects in
progress

Membership
Payment process

Booking confirmation emails

Reshape online-check-in

Review information hierarchy in confirmation emails, surface
key information at top, as per prototype

Review online check-in so it creates
value for guests

short term

Pedro Fernandes, 12 Oct 2018

Guest account space

ACDC
Review hotel-side tools, understand normal workflow and
identify where in the hotelier journey it is appropriate to
store and surface guest preferences

(to be completed)

Minimum
Viable
Experience

Standards

Improve labels, use « Pay Now » and « Pay
at check-out » instead of prepaid / flexible
tariﬀ

Add mention of payment dates to
existing card details form

Add payment section with dates to existing
confirmation email

Review online check-in

Minimise amount of information asked of clients

Invoice email includes all incurred
costs and date of payment

